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Abstract
Krekule I .. L. Kubinova. P. Karen: EmlllatiollofGeolllell),ofThree-dimellsiollaIObjects
Relldered from Serial Sections and IBM PC Implemelltatioll of Appropriate Stereological
Methods. Acta vet. Bmo 1996.65:247-252.
Analytical and stereological methods for evaluation of main geometrical characteristics of
3D objects rendered from serial sections are introduced. Design-based stereological methods for
volume and surface area estimation of the above objects are discussed in detail. Examples of
practical implementations of these methods in a semi-automatic regime on an IBM PC with and
without a frame grabber and a proprietary software are shown.
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The main body of medical imaging is represented by 3D rendering of objects from serial
sections and their visualization nowadays. These objects (i.e. organs and their constituents)
and their serial sections are obtained predominantly by computed tomography of the tissue
projections by using various physical modalities (e.g. X-ray. SPECT. NMR. PET,
ultrasound etc) and by confocal microscopy (Pe tr an et al. 1968). Regardless of the quality
of the resulting visualization of the objects. including all contemporary options of the
interactive manipulation with display of rendered objects. the information thus conveyed
represents only a qualitative, though important and unique description of the object under
study. However. a rigorous evaluation of the progress of the treatment or pathology requires
quantitative information. e.g. geometrical characteristics of the object under study like its
volume. surface area. length, width. minimal circumscribed sphere or rotational ellipsoid.
coordinates of its center of gravity. moments of inertia etc. Attention should be also paid to
topological characteristics and description of mutual spatial arrangement of constituents of
the object. e.g. arrangement of neurons and blood vessels etc. Taking into account that
precise diagnostic and analytic methods require exact evaluation of the geometry of the
objects under study. we are discussing methods for evaluation of geometrical characteristics
of objects rendered from serial sections.
Analytical and stereological evaluation of geometry of rendered objects
Analytical methods for evaluation of geometrical characteristics are based on
measurements made on the rendered objects. while the modern. design-based stereological
methods operate, under strictly defined conditions. with single or serial slices without the
necessity to render the object. Stereological methods yield unbiased estimates of
geometrical characteristics in general which is not the case of analytical methods. Moreover.
rendering represents an estimation of the object from its samples, i.e. serial slices; thus
differences, i.e. an error between the original and the rendered object can occur. It should be
also taken into account that rendering is a computing intensive procedure, which requires
either time or powerful computer hardware (HW). The more precise rendering requires in
general more dcnse sampling. i.e. highcr number of slices, while the requirements of
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stereology can be often satisfied
by evaluation only a few sections.
Stereo logical methods based on
mathematical
statistics
and
stochastic geometry (Wei bel
1979, 1980; Gundersen et al.
1988a, 1988b; Cruz-Orive and
Weibel 1990) are cheaper,
It
faster, simpler. though they
provide just estimates, not
II
measurements, of the required
characteristics. For the sake of
simplicity we shall compare only
evaluation of the volume and
surface area of the object by using
both discussed approaches.
Both volume and surface area of
+
the object can be estimated by
approximating it by suitable
+ + +
analytical model of the object
under study, e.g. by a sphere,
cylinder etc., and by calculating
the corresponding volume and
surface area. However, this
model-based approach usually
leads to biased estimates, since
+ +
such simple approximation of
A
biological objects is rarely precise
Fig.l. Cavalieri's plinciple for estimation of the volume of an object enough.
from its sections (see text): a) series of sections with a constant interA simple analytical evaluation
section distance h: b) example of estimation of the area of a section of the 3D object volume represents
Si by using stereological point counting method: Area (Si) =M(i).A,
sum of all voxels (i.e. volume
where M(i) stays for a number of points ofthe measuring raster which
are inside the section Si ( i.e. M(i) = lain the shown case); A equals elements) forming the rendered
to the area represented by a single point of the measuring raster (e.g. object. Results are the better the
100 m mlpoint).
smaller the voxels are, though
a certain bias occur due to the part
of voxels on the surface of the object which are not fully assigned to the object. In a similar
way but even with a higher bias the surface area of the object can be analytically determined
as the sum of the exposed surfaces of all surface voxels (in case of volume rendering).
Similarly, the surface area can be determined as the sum of triangles (or polygons) by which
the object profile contours in serial sections are connected (e.g. Mercer and Crapo 1988)
(in case of surface rendering). Software packages for 3D object rendering and visualization
usually offer counting the total number of exposed faces of all surface voxels of the volumerendered object as the method for surface area determination. Another procedure for
evaluation of the surface area is based on recording the values of the indicator function of all
neighbours of voxels which form the object surface (Guilak 1994). Another recently
proposed method is based on evaluation of the volume of the shell of the object. The shell is
evaluated as the difference between the dilatation and erosion of the volume-rendered object
by a minimal (elementary) structuring element. The number of voxels representing the shell
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is related to the surface area of the
rendered object (Meyer 1992).
Both the volume and the surface area
can be well estimated directly from serial
sections by using stereology. The
Cavalieri's principle (known from 17th
century, see e.g. Michel and CruzOrive 1988) is the most appropriate
stereological method for volume
estimation in this case: volume of the
object is estimated as the sum of volumes
of elementary general cylinders into
which the object is partitioned by
/'
sections, Le. as the sum of the multiples
of the area of individual sections and
particular inter-section distance, (i.e. the
sum of area of all sections multiplied by
the inter-section distance), provided the
first slice was chosen in a uniform
random (UR) manner. The area of the
individual sections can be estimated by
the number of pixels (Le. picture
elements) it contains or the point
counting stereological method can be
advantageously applied. This method is
based on counting test points lying
within the object profiles. The point
raster should be superimposed in UR
Fig. 2. Schematics of the a) spatial grid and b) an example of manner on the picture of the given section
an image of a tissue section with the spatial grid
(Fig. 1). The described stereological
superimposed.
procedure is very simple when compared
with analytical methods requiring the object to be rendered first of all. Moreover, it can be
accomplished in an interactive regime which can be advantageous when considering the
segmentation (thresholding) otherwise necessary for the surface rendering.
Stereology offers a couple of methods for estimation of the surface area of an object out of
which the spatial grid (S andau 1987) will be discussed because it is suitable if serial sections
,2 available. It is based on application of a regular spatial grid positioned in an isotropic uniform
random (IUR) manner with respect to the object under study. Intersections oflines connecting
nodes of the grid with the surface of the object are counted. The intersections are evaluated by
comparing profiles of consecutive slices with the superimposed raster representing projection
of the spatial grid (Fig. 2). Another stereological method for the surface area estimation using
series of perfectly registered sections is based on evaluation of intersections of the surface with
spatial cyc1oids, i.e. the method of vertical spatial grid (Cruz-Ori ve and Howard 1995). It
has higher demands on the grid design when compared with the described spatial grid and thus
remains predominantly in the realm of the research until now.
Semi-automatic computer supported stereology
In essence, stereological measurements require study of interactions (intersections) of
a measuring system, i.e. raster with the image of the section or projection of the studied
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Fig. 3. a) Schematics of a system implementing semi-automatic stereology. It is based on a TV camera and IBM
PC enhanced by a frame grabber (FG) with a graphical overlay (GO) into which the measuring raster is loaded by
a PC software (e.g. STESYS - see text): b) an example of measuring raster (cycloids for surface area measurement
in vertical sections) generated by the system STESYS.

object. Therefore, generation of a suitable raster-measuring system which can be
superimposed on the chosen picture of the object are main prerequisites of stereological
measurements. These measurements can be accomplished even by a naked eye, which is
advantageous whenever an automatic delineation (segmentation) of the object is difficult for
whatever reason. The generation of the measuring system can be accomplished by most
computer graphics editors. The superimposition of the raster on the picture of the object
studied can be easily done on the screen of the computer display. The picture of the object
under study is either stored in a computer memory or is captured in the real-time by using
a TV camera with a standard video signal output. This output is usually not compatible with
the input of the computer display. The frame grabber, i.e. a plug-in card of the IBM PC was
designed to store a TV picture (i.e. frame) in the real-time, to process (enhance) it and to
provide output TV video signal at the same time. It also generates graphical overlay and
mixes pictures from various sources, i.e. provides the necessary superimposition of the
measuring raster on the picture of the studied objects. The interactions of the measuring
raster with the studied object picture are analyzed either interactively (semi-automatically),
i.e. by the naked eye. or automatically. In both cases the evaluation of the interaction can be
processed (formula solved) by the computer. Systems for stereological, computer supported
measurements in semi-automatic regime are available commercially. e.g. CAST- grid
(Olympus DK AlS); Digital Stereology (Kinetic Imaging); Stereology Toolbox
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(Morphometrix) as well as
developed by a number of
VIDEO
SYNCHR.
laboratories, e.g. STESYS
(Karen et al. - in preparation). The main parts of
these system, represent
raster generation, object
picture display and handling
procedures. Images of the
IBMPC
TV monitor
PC monitor
sections of the analyzed
Fig. 4. Schematics of a system implementing semi-automatic stereology object can be supplied by
based on a TV camera and IBM PC enhanced by a transcoder (TT) which other instruments (sources)
transforms the signal of the VGA display controler into TV video signal,
like a confocal microscope
thus the measuring raster can be developed by using an elementary display
based computer graphics. The TV camera is synchronized by the transcoder. or computer tomography
systems.
Schematics of an IBM PC based system with a TV camera and frame grabber which
implements stereological procedures in a semi-automatic regime is shown in Fig. 3. A more
simple system in which the expensive frame grabber is replaced by a simple video
transcoding plug-in board (Fig. 4) known from multimedia applications was already
published elsewhere (Kre k u Ie et al. 1995). It allows to apply basic computer graphic tools
of the computer system to a raster generation under the direct display control, while its price
is significantly lower when compared with systems based on frame grabber.
VIDEO

Conclusion
Contemporary stereology provides methods for unbiased estimation of a number of
geometrical characteristics of an object rendered from its serial sections. Main advantages
of stereological applications consist in: il avoiding the otherwise necessary rendering of the
object to obtain its geometrical characteristics, iii avoiding an automatic object segmentation
as a prerequisite for automatic rendering, iiil simple implementation, especially in
a computer-assisted, semi- automatic regime. This is also the reason why some
commercially available software packages for medical imaging already include
stereological procedures, e.g. Analyze (Robb and Hanson 1991).
The contemporary interest of stereology represents description of the spatial arrangements
of constituents of the object under study by using second-order characteristics and models
of point, fiber and particle processes and dispersion, distance and polygonal methods.

Urceni geometrickych charakteristik 3D objektu ztvarnenych ze seriovych fezu
a implementace odpovidajicich stereologickych metod na IBM PC
Uvodem jsou shrnuty analyticke i stereologicke metody pro ureenf geometrickych
charakteristik trojrozmernych objektll, ztvarnenych ze seriovych fezll. Podrobne jsou pak
diskutovany nestranne stereologicke metody pro odhad techto charakteristik. DalSf east pak
uv<idf pffklady prakticke implementace tech to metod pro poloautomaticky rezim prace
sestav IBM PC se specialnfm lIzivatelskym programovym vybavenim a to jak s pOllzitfm
samostatne obrazove pameti (frame grabber), tak i bez nL
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